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Perspective
The ozone sub caste is a thin part of the Earth’s atmosphere that 

absorbs nearly all of the sun’s dangerous ultraviolet light. “Ozone 
holes” are popular names for areas of damage to the ozone sub caste. 
This is inaccurate. Ozone sub caste damage is more like a really thin 
patch than a hole [1].

In the multitudes the peak attention of ozone does at mound from 
20 to 25 km (about 12 to 16 country miles). Peak attention are plant at 
mound from 26 to 28 km ( about 16 to 17 country miles) in the tropics 
and from about 12 to 20 km (about 7 to 12 country miles) toward 
the poles. The lower height of the peak- attention region in the high 
authorizations largely results from poleward and downcast atmospheric 
transport processes that do in the middle and high authorizations and 
the reduced height of the tropopause (the transition region between the 
troposphere and stratosphere). The ozone sub caste is one sub caste of 
the stratosphere, the alternate sub caste of the Earth’s atmosphere. The 
stratosphere is the mass of defensive feasts adhering to our earth [2].

The stratosphere gets its name because it’s stratified, or concentrated 
as elevation increases, the stratosphere gets warmer. The stratosphere 
increases in warmth with elevation because ozone feasts in the upper 
layers absorb violent ultraviolet radiation from the sun [3].

Ozone is only a trace gas in the atmosphere -only about 3 motes for 
every 10 million motes of air. But it does a veritably important job. Like 
a sponge, the ozone sub caste absorbs bits of radiation hitting Earth 
from the sun. Indeed though we need some of the sun’s radiation to 
live, too much of it can damage living effects. The ozone sub caste acts 
as a guard for life on Earth [4].

Ozone is good at enmeshing a type of radiation called ultraviolet 
radiation, or UV light, which can access organisms’ defensive layers, 
like skin, dangerous DNA motes in shops and creatures. There are two 
major types of UV light UVB and UVA [5].

UVB is the cause of skin conditions like sunburns, and cancers like 
rudimentary cell melanoma and scaled cell melanoma.

People used to suppose that UVA light, the radiation used in 
tanning beds, is inoffensive because it does not beget becks. Still, 
scientists now know that UVA light is indeed more dangerous than 
UVB, piercing further deeply and causing a deadly skin cancer, 
carcinoma, and unseasonable aging. The ozone sub caste, our Earth’s 
sunscreen, absorbs about 98 percent of this ruinous UV light [6].

The ozone sub caste is getting thinner. Chemicals called 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are a reason we’ve a thinning ozone 
sub caste. A chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) is a patch that contains the 
rudiments carbon, chlorine, and fluorine. CFCs are everyplace, 
substantially in refrigerants and plastic products. Businesses and 
consumers use them because they are affordable, they do not catch 
fire fluently, and they do not generally venomous living effects. But the 
CFCs start eating down at the ozone sub caste once they get blown into 
the stratosphere.

Ozone motes, which are simply made of three joined oxygen tittles, 
are always being destroyed and reformed naturally. But CFCs in the 

air make it veritably delicate for ozone to reform once it’s broken 
piecemeal. The ozone sub caste, which only makes up0.00006 percent 
of Earth’s atmosphere, is getting thinner and thinner all the time [7].

“Ozone holes” are popular names for areas of damage to the ozone 
sub caste. This is inaccurate. Ozone sub caste damage is more like a 
really thin patch than a hole. The ozone sub caste is thinnest near the 
poles.

In the 1970s, people each over the world started realizing that 
the ozone sub caste was getting thinner and that this was a bad thing. 
Numerous governments and businesses agreed that some chemicals, 
like aerosol barrels, should be outlawed. There are smaller aerosol 
barrels produced moment. The ozone sub caste has sluggishly 
recovered as people, businesses, and governments work to control 
similar pollution [8].

An atmosphere is composed of colourful quantum of feasts 
which are distributed at different attention at different heights. This 
lead to creation zones in the atmosphere which is also known as 
atmospheric layers. The ozone sub caste is a region of naturally being 
ozone gas present in the stratosphere. It’s plant in the lower portion 
of stratosphere present between 26-30kms above Earth. It serves as a 
guard from the dangerous ultraviolet B radiation emitted by the sun. 
Still, there’s a main concern around the globe currently because of 
reduction of the ozone sub caste which allows the UV radiations to 
reach the Earth causing major goods like skin cancer, reduction in the 
rate of photosynthesis [9].

The ozone sub caste or ozone guard is a region of Earth’s 
stratosphere that absorbs utmost of the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation. It 
contains a high attention of ozone (O3) in relation to other corridor 
of the atmosphere, although still small in relation to other feasts in 
the stratosphere. The ozone sub caste contains lower than 10 corridor 
per million of ozone, while the average ozone attention in Earth’s 
atmosphere as a total is about0.3 corridor per million. The ozone sub 
caste is substantially plant in the lower portion of the stratosphere, 
from roughly 15 to 35 kilometres (9 to 22 mi) above Earth, although its 
consistence varies seasonally and geographically [10].
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